The time, space and our concept of reality from adopting light speed constant and relativity.

Einstein tried to explain MM EXPERIMENT null result by postulating speed of light constant by any observer on any reference frame. So if you approach a light source or move away from light source, you can not apply Galilean Transform. Einstein developed relativity by applying Lorentz Transform instead of Galilean Transform.

He never explained what is all pervading EM WAVES which must have been emitted photon by photon from source with different time tag as present all around to an observer. So time has been confused here itself. Now if you give photon by photon a time tag and can apply Galilean while approaching or moving away from the source. He never explained that situation also but postulating speed of light constant served his purpose to explain MM results and developing relativity theory with a bizarre concept of TIME DILATATION. I always say it is not time dilation but measurement dilation. My heart beats seventy on sea shore and seventy five on a mountain per minute. Should I count my heart beats to measure time not knowing that oxygen supply actually changes heart beat. Atomic clocks also beat at various rate due to local gravity and it is obvious that clocks will mismatch with earth bound and satellite locations.

Scientists are happy that GPS correction proves relativity but that is not the case. TIME DILATION AS SUCH IS MEASUREMENT DILATION WHICH THEY NEVER ACCEPT. Then why to say SPACE-TIME and create some equations. Our solar system with low gravity may prove Einstein correct but Einstein is basically wrong.

The space is nothing but a gravitoetherton exotic super fluid swirling, whirling and flowing with all substance particles and force carrying particles which Einstein described as curvature of space. The gravity and strong nuclear force are emergent phenomena due to fermion gravitons and boson gravitons as prescribed in my NEW GRAVITY MECHANISM THEORIES PUBLISHED IN VIXRA.ORG.